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Introduction
The multi-choice section A in this paper provided a wide coverage of the specification
and tested AO1, AO2, and AO3. Section B looked at the relationship between science and
technology and went on to test the candidates' understanding of utilitarianism. AO3 was
examined in section B in terms of types of evidence and strengths of argument.
Section C was in the style of two essays. A short stimulus was provided so all students
had a context with which to start. Q28 asked the candidates to justify the costs of space
exploration (1.4.3). Many of the candidates were unable to describe any beneficial spin-offs
from space research in terms of new materials or technologies, but did identify the potential
future need for a refuge for mankind on another planet, and protection from asteroids. Q29
on animal rights (1.6.3 ) allowed the candidates an opportunity to discuss what rights, if
any, should be afforded to animals.
Many candidates were able to demonstrate a good range of knowledge and understanding
of the topics, but a significant number seemed underprepared. Candidates were generally
well able to meet the demands of AO2, both in multiple-choice and short-answer questions,
as well as in the extended writing. The main area of weakness was in AO3, where many
candidates scored poorly.
Overall the quality of written communication was very good; however, there were a number
of candidates whose illegible writing hindered interpretation. Students whose writing borders
on illegibility are to be encouraged to make use of a word-processor for examinations.
Multiple choice questions (section A). Many candidates scored highly in this section. The
questions most regularly answered correctly (with over 85% of candidates choosing the
correct answer) were Q1, Q3, Q7, & Q12. Other questions which achieved better than 75%
of correct responses were Q5 & Q6. The topics which posed the greatest problems to the
candidates were on fact and opinion (Q2), GM plants (Q8), philanthropy (Q10), intelligent
design (Q13), empirical testing (Q17), and induction and deduction (Q20).
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Question 1
This question tested the ability of students to recognise applications of science/technology
which are beneficial. There were many examples to choose from in the section of text
referred to and 77% of candidates scored all three marks.
This question tested the ability of students to recognise applications of science/technology
which are beneficial. There were many examples to choose from in the section of text
referred to and the majority scored all three marks.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a good response.
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Examiner Tip

For questions which ask for a list, students can
save time by being succinct in their answers.

Question 2
The majority of students (88%) were able to select correctly two harmful applications of
science/technology. There were several harmful applications to choose from, and candidates
on the whole chose the right ones.
The majority of students were able to correctly select two harmful applications of science/
technology.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a good response.
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Question 3
This question tested candidates' understanding of the relationship between science and
technology. Marks were awarded for a description of the nature of science, and its inductive
nature. The concept that technology is an application of science for practical purposes
eluded the majority of candidates and only 11% of answers scored all three marks available.

Examiner Comments

This example scored marks for the explanation
of science as the study of how and why things
happen, and the processes of experimenting
and testing. No marks were awarded for
simple examples of technology, as there is no
explicit mention of the application of science in
developing the technology.
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Examiner Tip

To score full marks on questions which ask for
an explanation of differences candidates need
to be explicit in what the differences are, and
not simply list examples.

Question 4 (a)
The principle of utilitarianism is specifically mentioned in the specification, and is regularly
examined in this unit. Nevertheless, over half of responses failed to score any marks here
and less than 20% scored both marks.
The principle of utilitarianism is specifically mentioned in the specification, and is regularly
examined in this unit. Nevertheless, over half of responses failed to score any marks here
and less than 20% scored both marks.

Examiner Comments

This is an example answer where the candidate has made a
reasonable attempt but failed to score any marks. In order to be able
to provide accurate high scoring answers it is essential that candidates
prepare themselves thoroughly in all aspects of the specification.
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Question 4 (b)
This question is about using utilitarianism to make decisions. To analyse an issue using the
utilitarian approach, we first identify the various courses of action available to us. Then, we
ask who will be affected by each action and what benefits or harms will be derived from
each. Next, we choose the action that will produce the greatest benefits and least harm. The
ethical action is the one that provides the greatest good for the greatest number. In this
question candidates were required to suggest difficulties with this approach.

Examiner Comments

In this answer there is a mark awarded for the idea that
outcomes of scientists' behaviour are often difficult to predict.
No further valid points are made.
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Question 5
The context of the source, ‘medical ethics is continually challenged by rapid advances in
medical technology’, implies recent advances. There was credit available for any advance
from x-rays onwards, and candidates suggested a wide range of specific advances in the
areas of scanning techniques, surgical procedures, and medical treatments. A number of
candidates did suggest abortion; however, this was not considered to be a recent advance
although the candidate could still access the mark for the challenge this poses for medical
ethics.
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Examiner Comments

This answer is an example of a good response.
The candidate clearly specifies two medical
advances, vaccines i.e. MMR and also
organ transplants. In each case the ethical
considerations are made clear in terms of
possible side effects and religious objections.
The quality of written communication is
sufficient to award high marks here.
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Examiner Tip

Answers need to be targeted against the
question asked. If the question specifically
asks for modern advances then answers need
to relate to this.

Question 6
The passage examines both the benefits and potential harmful consequences of scientific
research. The author suggests that one way to curtail the development of harmful
applications of science would be to restrict the publication of scientific research. One mark
was available for each statement which explained how the limiting of research could damage
progress, and the mark scheme allowed for six different suggestions. Only 10% of
candidates failed to score on this question, with the majority gaining either one or two
marks. Only 14% of candidates scored all three marks.

Examiner Comments

In this example the candidate scores just
one mark for the idea that if research is not
published, there is no opportunity for other
scientists to verify the findings. The response
does not cover any other marking points.

Examiner Tip

The question asks how progress might be
damaged, and a mark was available for
candidates who referred to this and expanded
on it by stating progress would be slowed down.
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Question 7
There is always an opportunity for candidates to analyse the strengths and weaknesses
of an argument as part of the assessment of AO3. Candidates ought to take account of
this in their preparation for the examination. The actual scores achieved on this question
indicate that there are significant numbers of candidates who have not yet assimilated
the required knowledge and technique required on this style of question. Over half of
candidates scored less than half marks, with only 6% achieving full marks. As in previous
years, a number of responses tended to ignore what the question was asking and instead
gave their own opinions on the issue raised, rather than the evidence and arguments used
by the author of the passage. Another strategy that some candidates have adopted is to
learn the key terminology and to then use all of it rather inaccurately in their answer. This
is an important area of this unit and time needs to be spent by the candidates on learning
and understanding the concepts involved. To improve overall, candidates need to be able to
distinguish between fact and opinion, and support this with examples of both. They must
also be able to identify bias, and to be able to identify different types of argument.
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Examiner Comments

This answer was provided by a candidate who was clearly trying to construct
a good answer but had not prepared correctly and was therefore unable to
access any of the marking points to do with types of argument. Two marks were
awarded for the quality of written communication.
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Question 8
Essay questions introduction
The quality of the essays in response to this question was generally good, with candidates
able to discuss the value of space exploration since the 1950s with a good degree of
knowledge and understanding. There was also recognition of the value of the scientific
enterprise per se and arguments in its favour. Marks were available on AO1 for examples of
technical spin-offs. A number of answers showed an awareness of the threat posed to the
Earth by asteroids and the importance of being able to detect and track these objects.
Candidates were less secure when discussing poverty and hunger. There was little
understanding as to how resources might be transferred from space exploration to the
alleviation of poverty and hunger. There were some well thought out conclusions on both
sides of the debate. 19% of candidates scored 13 marks or more, and at the opposite end of
the scale 17% of candidates who attempted this question scored 7 or less.
The quality of the essays in response to this question was generally good, with candidates
able to discuss the value of space exploration since the 1950s with a good degree of
knowledge and understanding. There was also recognition of the value of the scientific
enterprise per se and arguments in its favour. Marks were available on AO1 for examples of
technical spin-offs. A number of answers showed an awareness of the threat posed to the
Earth by asteroids and the importance of being able to detect and track these objects.
Candidates were less secure when discussing poverty and hunger. There was little
understanding as to how resources might be transferred from space exploration to the
alleviation of poverty and hunger. There were some well thought out conclusions on both
sides of the debate. 19% of candidates scored 13 marks or more, and at the opposite end of
the scale 17% of candidates who attempted this question scored 7 or less.
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Examiner Comments

The marks awarded for this answer were as follows:
In the first paragraph the AO1 marking point A8 awarded for “people who die from starvation have
increased drastically”. A6 (for new discoveries adding to our understanding of our place in the
Universe) was awarded for last sentence.
In the second paragraph: A2 awarded for “a threat to earth”. Third paragraph: A5 mark for “Mars
contains water” as an example of how exploration has extended scientific knowledge. An AO2 mark
B1 was awarded for “benefit of space exploration in control of global warming”. Fourth paragraph:
further mark for A5.
In the final paragraph B7 mark (potential value of space exploration) was given for first sentence.
The A9 mark (alternative ways to alleviate hunger) was given for “alternative source of money”. This
answer lacked a conclusion and so did not gain any of the three AO2 marks available for this skill.
This essay was heavily weighted to space exploration so the maximum A01 mark was six out of eight.

Examiner Tip

In order to score AO1 marks, candidates need to supply relevant facts in support of their argument.
The mark schemes provided for this exam give examples of the type of information that would score,
but is not a definitive list and all valid relevant points were credited. In order to secure more AO2
marks candidates are encouraged to link to factual statements with phrases such as ‘this means’,
‘as a consequence’, ‘because of this’, in order to give themselves a platform to develop their points.
Candidates are also encouraged to write a balanced argument, irrespective of their own feelings and
opinions.
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Question 9
The subject of animal rights on this essay provoked some passionate, well written responses
with a good deal of relevant information being introduced about the misuse of animals,
charities who campaign for animal rights, the use of animals as food, the conditions under
which food animals are kept and the whole area of testing of drugs and cosmetics on
animals. The practices in many countries were used as evidence in the argument. The use of
guide dogs and hearing dogs was mentioned, as well as animals as companions.
The subject of animal rights on this essay provoked some passionate, well written responses
with a good deal of relevant information being introduced about the misuse of animals,
charities who campaign for animal rights, the use of animals as food, the conditions under
which food animals are kept and the whole area of testing of drugs and cosmetics on
animals. The practices in many countries were used as evidence in the argument. The use of
guide dogs and hearing dogs was mentioned, as well as animals as companions.
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Examiner Comments

This was a well written essay which resulted in high scores across AO1, AO2, and AO4. This score
was within the top 4% of those achieved on this question and features many factual points which
scored almost full marks on AO1. Many of these points were developed further and therefore AO2
was also scored highly. The conclusion was limited to discussion of animal testing and so was not
available to gain all available marks for this skill.
With reference to the mark scheme the AO1 marks were awarded under marking points A1, A2,
A7, A8, A9 and A12. This response showed good examples of how to develop an AO1 point. For
example, on page two at the end of the paragraph the candidate writes,”in this way, pets and
animals owned by people have rights that wild animals do not”.

Examiner Tip

A couple of minutes spent drafting a plan can help with the logical sequencing
of points and ensures a balanced number of arguments are made on both
sides of the discussion.
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Paper Summary

G

Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice;

G

•

To improve on the knowledge and application needed to achieve competency in AO3.
Extended writing questions which examine on AO3 typically have a question stem
such as ‘Assess the strengths and weaknesses of these different types of evidence and
arguments, using examples from the source’. Candidates are unlikely to achieve the
higher grades without developing skills in this area.

h

•

To develop a strategy for constructing essays. Draft a plan with points for and against
the argument. Include factual statements in support of their points. Develop these
points further with key terminology such as ‘so...’, or ‘therefore...’ or ‘because...’, or ‘so
what this means is…’.

•

To ensure that their writing is clear, legible, and of a size that can be easily read.

•

If their writing is illegible, to use a word processor
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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